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Abstract:
The Tagging of Pacific Pelagics (TOPP) program has developed the capacity to monitor the distribution, movement,
and habitat usage of apex predators (sharks, tunas, seabirds, pinnipeds, cetaceans, turtles) in pelagic ecosystems of the
North Pacific using the latest biologging technologies. With more than 4000 tag deployments to date on 23 species,
encompassing several million water column profiles, TOPP scientists are pushing the frontiers of biologging science in
areas of technological innovation, discovery, exploration, marine conservation and ocean observation. TOPP has
provided nearly a decade of ecological and environmental observations from the North Pacific, demonstrating the
capacity of large-scale biologging programs to play a critical role in global ocean observing systems. Future collection
and assimilation of animal-derived data into circulation and ecosystem models will advance our understanding of how
apex marine predators use their ocean environment, allowing predictions of distribution and behavioral changes
associated with fisheries exploitation and a changing climate.
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Abstract:
Biologging has revolutionised the way we study animals. The latest technology not only reveals animal behaviour,
but also can form part of the Global Ocean Observing System by delivering crucial environmental data to the broader
oceanographic community. Can and will animal tagging also help to revolutionise the way we understand our climate?
The highly accurate oceanographic sensors we integrated into standard behavioural tags provide temperature and
salinity profiles within the water column. When these were deployed on seal species in the Southern Ocean, they
provided data that would otherwise be very difficult or even impossible to obtain. We show data from the southern
Weddell Sea in mid-winter, which can only be obtained by animal-borne sensors. But the data provided by animal
platforms are usually complimentary to those from other ocean observational approaches and their value is maximized
when integrated with them. We discuss methodology for effecting this integration and present an example of such an
analysis where the dynamics of frontal systems in the Scotia Sea are revealed in unprecedented detail. These data have
revealed new insights into the driving forces of the ocean circulation around Antarctica.
Global Ocean Circulation Models are now assimilating these data in near real-time, enhancing the output of
weather and ocean forecasts. On a greater scale, animal-borne data improve the predictions of climate change models
and can so mitigate the effects of climate change.
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